
Venture Toyota FJ Cruiser 4WD
Ready-To-Run Crawler
Pages 2 - 3

®

R A D I O  C O N T R O L   •   J U N E  2 0 1 7G R E A T  P L A N E S  M O D E L  D I S T R I B U T O R S

HPI releases the Kraken!
Pages 4-5
 
HPI Jumpshot MT Flux takes Monster Trucks to a 
new level!
Pages 6-7
 
Futaba® 6TL Radio has everything you need and 
nothing you don’t!
Page 12

PLUS:

G E N E R A L  H O B B Y   •  J U N E  2 0 1 7G R E A T  P L A N E S  M O D E L  D I S T R I B U T O R S

Sundancer ™ 
Starship Nova™
Air Walker™
Page 2-3

Plastic models for all ages and interests.
Pages 4-17

PLUS:

Click for Radio Control

Click for General Hobby
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 ❚ Ready to take on any off-road challenge, with reinforced steel C-channel chassis rails

 ❚ The 35T crawler spec motor and transmission are front-mounted, just like on a full-size truck, 
to improve climbing ability

 ❚ For added weight up front, the steering servo is mounted next to the motor

 ❚ A transmission drive ratio of 1.53:1 ensures you’ll get up and down most trails and climb 
dif�cult inclines

 ❚ Drive with con�dence knowing that the oil-�lled shocks and aggressive-tread tires can handle 
the most unforgiving terrain

HPI’S MOST HOTLY ANTICIPATED CRAWLER IS HERE!

116558 HPID6558 Venture Toyota FJ Cruiser 4WD Crawler RTR-Gunmetal
117165 HPID6559 Venture Toyota FJ Cruiser 4WD Crawler RTR-Sandstorm
Length: 20.7 in (527 mm)
Width: 9 in (227 mm)
Height w/Roof Rack: 9.4 in (236 mm)
Height w/o Roof Rack: 8.5 in (217 mm)
Wheelbase: 12.3 in (311 mm)

Venture Toyota
FJ Cruiser 4WD
Ready-To-Run Crawler

Choose from two colors of the fully licensed replica body, 
equipped with lots of scale touches such as bumpers, mirrors, 
functional roof rack, swing-away spare tire mount and 1.9” 
Rockthorn tires mounted on beadlock-style multi-spoke wheels.

®

Long story short...

From the Experts:
By out�tting a rugged off-road platform with the popular Toyota FJ 
Cruiser body, HPI has taken crawling to a new level! Performance 
is a given, thanks to advanced engineering and amazing 
durability. And the admiring looks from other drivers is a bonus 
you’re sure to enjoy!

HPI’s Venture Toyota FJ Cruiser combines 
spectacular scale crawling with superior realism!
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NEWPRODUCT

Experience the Baja 5B like never before — fully 
loaded and wrapped in genuine Kraken roll cages!

From the Experts:
Kraken RC is one of the most prominent aftermarket 
manufacturers in RC, and tricking out the HPI Baja 5B with their 
roll cages and body panels gives these already-popular off-
roaders even more appeal. You still get all of the durability and 
performance perks that HPI has to offer — all you have to do is 
choose the conversion that suits your style!

Long story short...
®
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HPI RELEASES THE KRAKENS!
 ❚ In partnership with Kraken RC, HPI Racing is rolling out two different Ready-To-Run off-roaders �tted 

with functional modular roll cages

 ❚ For fans of the classic dune buggy, the Sidewinder boasts a tube frame design that replicates the 
latest generation of desert fun machines

 ❚ The TSK-b is a true racing buggy styled after competitors in endurance events such as the Baja 1000 
in the ‘Class 1’ division

 ❚ Both are equipped with Fuelie K26 nitro pull-start engines that deliver authentic-sounding power and 
extreme speeds 

 ❚ A large 700cc fuel tank offers run time of up to 45 minutes

115484 HPID7084 Kraken Baja 5B Sidewinder Sand Rail RTR
115485 HPID7085 Kraken Baja 5B TSK-b Class 1 Buggy RTR
Length: 32.2 in (818 mm)
Width: 18.9 in (480 mm)
Height: 10 in (254 mm)
Weight: 23.4 lb (10.6 kg)
Wheelbase: 22.5 in (572 mm)
Ground Clearance: 2.4 in (61 mm)

KRAKEN BAJA 5B READY-TO-RUN NITRO CONVERSIONS

Custom polycarbonate body panels give these rides realistic 
looks. The Sidewinder is �tted with off-road tires; the TSK-b 
rolls on HB Rodeo SC tires.

Bring on whatever obstacles you can imagine: 4 
mm aluminum monocoque chassis, one-piece rear 
hubs and heavy-duty suspensions will keep you in 
the action.
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Jumpshot MT FLUX Fuzion Brushless 2WD Ready-To-Run Monster Truck

 � The FLUX Fuzion 2700kV brushless motor and LiPo-ready speed control take up the same space as 
a standard 540-size motor by itself

 � Besides being smaller and lighter, the motor/ESC combo is more user-friendly and offers a cleaner 
installation with fewer wires

 � Take on any off-road surface with the Jumpshot’s proven tough TVP (Twin Vertical Plate) chassis 
and durable 2WD drivetrain

 � Enjoy effortless control with robust direct steering

 � The battery compartment is easy to access, for quick pack changes

116210 HPID6210 Jumpshot MT FLUX Fuzion 
Brushless 2WD Monster Truck RTR
Length: 15.9 in (406 mm)
Width: 12.9 in (330 mm)
Height: 6.6 in (170 mm)
Wheelbase: 10.5 in (267 mm)
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NEWPRODUCT

®

A double-wishbone suspension, oil-�lled 
shocks and sturdy gear diffs are just a few 
of the features that give the Jumpshot MT 
FLUX Fuzion its toughness.

Large all-terrain tires grip the surface 
securely, and they’re mounted on 
6-spoke chrome wheels.

Get behind the wheel of the Jumpshot MT 
and experience the difference FLUX Fuzion 
technology makes!

From the Experts:
The Jumpshot MT FLUX Fuzion combines a brushless motor and 
ESC in one compact, high-powered unit. That means an increased 
power-to-weight ratio, for faster speeds, bigger air — and even 
more fun! Plus, it comes already assembled so you can be out 
bashing in no time.

Long story short...

A QUANTUM LEAP FORWARD IN 
MONSTER TRUCK PERFORMANCE!
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Long story short...

From the Experts:
It’s still the same super-durable Savage XS, but this version is 
tricked out with Vaughn Gittin Jr.’s signature edition colors that 
give it a one-of-a-kind look. Heads will turn while you’re nailing 
jumps, �ips and drift moves with this mean machine...and looking 
sharp doing it!

It’s the Savage XS FLUX like you’ve never seen — 
or driven — before!
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Long story short...

From the Experts:
It’s still the same super-durable Savage XS, but this version is 
tricked out with Vaughn Gittin Jr.’s signature edition colors that 
give it a one-of-a-kind look. Heads will turn while you’re nailing 
jumps, �ips and drift moves with this mean machine...and looking 
sharp doing it!

It’s the Savage XS FLUX like you’ve never seen — 
or driven — before!
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EXTREME PERFORMANCE, WITH LOOKS TO MATCH

 ❚ Shaft-driven 4WD provides excellent handling on 
any surface you can throw at it

 ❚ As fast as it is sturdy, with a FLUX 4000kV 
brushless motor and EMH-35 speed control that 
produce unmatched speeds of over 65 mph

 ❚ The battery box accepts 6-cell NiMH as well as 
standard LiPo batteries

 ❚ Comes with Power Pin tires set off by bright green 
wheels and springs 

 ❚ Sized to go where larger monster trucks can’t — 
perfect for backyard bashing!

115967 HPID5967 Savage XS FLUX Vaughn Gittin Jr. EP 
4WD Monster Truck RTR
Length: 14.17 in (360 mm)
Width: 11.02 in (280 mm)
Height: 6.29 in (160 mm)
Weight w/o batteries: 4.73 lb (2.15 kg)
Wheelbase: 8.85 in (225 mm)

Shaft-driven 4WD provides excellent handling on 
any surface you can throw at it

As fast as it is sturdy, with a FLUX 4000kV 
brushless motor and EMH-35 speed control that 
produce unmatched speeds of over 65 mph

The battery box accepts 6-cell NiMH as well as 
standard LiPo batteries

Comes with Power Pin tires set off by bright green 
wheels and springs 

Sized to go where larger monster trucks can’t — 
perfect for backyard bashing!

❚

❚

❚

❚

❚

SAVAGE XS FLUX VAUGHN GITTIN JR. BRUSHLESS 
4WD READY-TO-RUN MONSTER TRUCK

This basher still boasts the composite TVP 
(Twin Vertical Plate) chassis, waterproof 
electronics and all-metal drivetrain that have 
made the Savage XS the toughest mini-
monster in the world.

You’ll stand out from everyone else with the 
custom “geometric” trim scheme made famous 
by Formula D champion Vaughn Gittin Jr.

SAVAGE XS FLUX VAUGHN GITTIN JR. BRUSHLESS SAVAGE XS FLUX VAUGHN GITTIN JR. BRUSHLESS SAVAGE XS FLUX VAUGHN GITTIN JR. BRUSHLESS 

From the Experts:
It’s still the same super-durable Savage XS, but this version is 
tricked out with Vaughn Gittin Jr.’s signature edition colors that 
give it a one-of-a-kind look. Heads will turn while you’re nailing 

Shaft-driven 4WD provides excellent handling on 

brushless motor and EMH-35 speed control that 

Comes with Power Pin tires set off by bright green 

Sized to go where larger monster trucks can’t — 

SAVAGE XS FLUX VAUGHN GITTIN JR. BRUSHLESS SAVAGE XS FLUX VAUGHN GITTIN JR. BRUSHLESS SAVAGE XS FLUX VAUGHN GITTIN JR. BRUSHLESS SAVAGE XS FLUX VAUGHN GITTIN JR. BRUSHLESS 

From the Experts:
It’s still the same super-durable Savage XS, but this version is 
tricked out with Vaughn Gittin Jr.’s signature edition colors that 
give it a one-of-a-kind look. Heads will turn while you’re nailing 

SAVAGE XS FLUX VAUGHN GITTIN JR. BRUSHLESS 

®
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The TTX200 is perfect for easing into RC and 
sharpening driving skills.

Now you can �y almost any type of RC aircraft 
with just one radio: the TTX660 from Tactic.

From the Experts:
For anyone just getting into racing and bashing, the TTX200 
represents the best radio option. It’s easy to transport, easy 
to set up, and has lots of great features that beginners will 
appreciate. And you get all this — plus a quality 3-channel 
micro receiver — at a super-affordable price.

From the Experts:
You may have a lot of planes, helis and even drones to choose 
from for your �ying adventures, but at least choosing a radio 
is simple. That’s because the TTX660 can �y them all, and �y 
them well. When you combine that kind of versatility with its 
advanced functionality at a budget-friendly price, you have a 
radio that’s an exceptional value.

Long story short...Long story short...

THE RIGHT RADIO TO 
START OUT WITH

TACJ0200  TTX200 2-Channel 2.4GHz Surface Radio

TTX200
2-CHANNEL SLT RADIO

 ❚ Sized to take up less room in a 
vehicle carrying case

 ❚ Light in weight and very 
comfortable to hold

 ❚ Setting the TTX200’s controls is as 
easy as pushing a button

 ❚ Used four AA batteries, located in 
the handle

 ❚ Features such as the 3-channel 
micro receiver and foam grip 
wheel add even more value

The included TR325 micro 3-channel 
receiver is small enough to �t in the 
smallest chassis spaces.

ONE SYSTEM 
FOR MULTIPLE 
MODELS

TACJ2660  TTX660 6-Channel Computer Aircraft Radio

 ❚ Choose from dedicated menus for 
airplanes, helicopters AND drones

 ❚ Programming is a breeze, and 
memory for 30 models is a real 
bonus

 ❚ The large graphing LCD screen 
has adjustable contrast and blue 
backlighting for easy viewing

 ❚ Compatible with all SLT receivers 
and Tx-R aircraft

Two sliding levers and a proportional 
dial are ideal for precise control of 
�aps and FPV cameras.

™ ™

NEWPRODUCTNEWPRODUCT
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STREAMLINED 
6-CHANNEL CONTROL

 ❚ Enjoy Futaba quality in an entry-level 
6-channel system, but without costly 
extras that are often not needed with 
most aircraft

 ❚ Reversing switches ensure the controls 
all work in the correct directions

 ❚ Use the included V-tail and elevon 
mixes to �y more advanced models

 ❚ The antenna is built in for a sleeker 
appearance

 ❚ Comes with the matching           
R3106GF receiver

Operate �aps, retracts or other auxiliary 
functions with this two-position switch 
and variable rate rotary dial.

6-Channel Sport T-FHSS 2.4GHz Transmitter

NEWPRODUCTNEWPRODUCT

Baja B5 1/5 Scale Buggy Tires

NEW DURATRAX TIRES FOR 
DEMANDING DRIVERS
 ❚ A custom �t for the 1/5 scale HPI Racing Baja 5B 

buggy

 ❚ Four front tread patterns and �ve rear tread 
patterns to choose from, including a Paddle rear 
tire designed speci�cally for sand

 ❚ All are molded in CS sport compound

 ❚ Available unmounted only (foam inserts included)

 ❚ Foam inserts are also available separately

 ❚ All are sold in pairs, and packaged in re-sealable 
plastic bags

❚ All are molded in soft C2 compound

 ❚ Choose from �ve proven tread designs

 ❚ Available mounted on 8-spoke black or black-chrome 
rims, or unmounted with foam inserts included

 ❚ Boosts performance for the Traxxas® E-Revo and 
Summit and HPI Savage XS Flux

 ❚ Also a great choice for 1/10 scale buggy rear tires

❚ All are sold in pairs, and packaged in re-sealable       
plastic bags

2.2” ST Tires

Now advanced Duratrax tire tech comes to 
HPI’s big buggy as well as smaller trucks!

From the Experts:
Mount these tires on your ride and enjoy max traction and 
stable handling! They come in a wide variety of proven tread 
patterns, and they’re tough enough to keep you in the action 
when the competition is in the pits.

Long story short...

®

The 6L is everything you need for superior 
six-channel control and nothing you don’t.

From the Experts:
It’s like getting the best of both worlds: legendary Futaba 
engineering, without all the bells and whistles. If you’re 
looking to step up from your current RTF transmitter to 
something a little more sophisticated — but without a major 
price jump — the 6L is an ideal choice.

Long story short...

®

FUTK5000 6L 6-Channel Sport T-FHSS 2.4GHz Transmitter

DTXC5001 Ribz B5 Tire Front (2)
DTXC5002 Bandito B5 Tire Front (2)
DTXC5003 Lockup B5 Tire Front (2)
DTXC5004 Six Pack B5 Tire Front (2)
DTXC5011 Paddle B5 Tire Rear (2)
DTXC5012 Bandito B5 Tire Rear (2)

DTXC5013 Lockup B5 Tire Rear (2)
DTXC5014 Six Pack B5 Tire Rear (2)
DTXC5015 Dinero B5 Tire Rear (2)
DTXC5017 B5 Tire Insert Front (2)
DTXC5018 B5 Tire Insert Rear (2)

DTXC5101 Lockup ST 2.2 Black (2)
DTXC5102 Lockup ST 2.2 Black Chrome (2)
DTXC5103 Six Pack ST 2.2 Black (2)
DTXC5104 Six Pack ST 2.2 Black Chrome (2)
DTXC5105 Bandito ST 2.2 Black (2)
DTXC5106 Bandito ST 2.2 Black Chrome (2)
DTXC5107 Equalizer ST 2.2 Black (2)
DTXC5108 Equalizer ST 2.2 Black Chrome (2)
DTXC5109 Sidearm ST 2.2 Black (2)
DTXC5110 Sidearm ST 2.2 Black Chrome (2)
DTXC5112 Lockup ST 2.2 Tire (2)
DTXC5113 Six Pack ST 2.2 Tire (2)
DTXC5114 Bandito ST 2.2 Tire (2)
DTXC5115 Equalizer ST 2.2 Tire (2)
DTXC5116 Sidearm ST 2.2 Tire (2)
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Ready-To-Run 1/18 Scale
BRUSHLESS 4WD Vehicle
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MONSTER TRUCK FUN FOR EVERYONE!

 ❚ Full-time, reliable 4WD for con�dent control

 ❚ Satisfy your need for speed with brushless 
power

 ❚ High-traction tires grip the surface with 
authority

 ❚ All-weather electronics let you defy the 
elements

 ❚ The 2.4GHz radio means you and your friends 
can drive interference-free

 ❚ Big Bore oil shocks effortlessly handle jolts 
and bumps 

 ❚ Durable front and rear bumpers protect 
against impacts and damage

 ❚ Boost performance even more with optional 
LiPo battery power

 ❚ This rugged, compact truck goes where other 
monsters can’t!

www.gpdealer.com    ❘   June 2017 15June 2017   ❘   14 Tech Support  217-398-8970 Products for everyone!

30+ mph!

Fully assembled, fully loaded and ready 
for action!
Everything you need for full-on bashing is right 
here, starting with a factory-built vehicle with 
a �nished, trimmed and decaled monster truck 
body. Also included: a 2-channel radio system, 
four “AA” batteries, 7.2V 1300mAh NiMH battery 
and USB charger.

June 2017   ❘   14

Fully assembled, fully loaded and ready 
for action!
Everything you need for full-on bashing is right 
here, starting with a factory-built vehicle with 
a �nished, trimmed and decaled monster truck 
body. Also included: a 2-channel radio system, 
four “AA” batteries, 7.2V 1300mAh NiMH battery 
and USB charger.

®

DIDC0058 1/18 Scale Brushless 4WD Monster Truck RTR
Length: 10.5 in (266 mm)
Width: 7.8 in (198 mm)
Height: 4.6 in (117 mm)
Weight w/battery: 1.4 lb (632 g)
Requires: nothing!

The 1/18 scale Brushless Monster Truck is 
designed — and priced — for everyone to enjoy!

From the Experts:
No matter what your skill level is, Dromida’s Brushless Monster 
Truck delivers big-time fun in 1/18 scale! It’s built tough to 
withstand rugged racing and bashing, with the performance 
bonuses of brushless power and 4WD. Plus, it comes Ready-
To-Run, so you can take it right out of the box and start 
competing against your friends and attacking any terrain!

Long story short...
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Estes Rocket kits are second to none for 
ease and fun!

Long story short...

®

From the Experts:
Launch sets offer all-in-one fun you can build and 
launch today. Build up to more complicated rockets and 
conquer the sky!

Fully assembled rocket, no glue, paint 
or modeling required. Just attach the 
recovery system and you’re ready for 
liftoff in minutes!

From the second tier of more advanced 
kits, skill level 3 kits feature multiple laser-
cut wood �ns and parts, un�nished body 
tubes, complex designs, and plastic or 
balsa nose cones. They require moderate 
rocket building/�nishing skills and 
assembly may take a few days.

Zombie Launch Set™
Use your brains!
Length: 19 in. (48.3 cm)
Diameter: .98 in. (25 mm)
Weight: 1.4 oz (39.7 g)
Max. Altitude: 1100 ft. (335 m)
Features: Plastic �ns, 12 in. (30.5 cm) parachute 
recovery, Electron Beam Launch Controller, and Porta-
Pad II Launch Pad.
Recommended Engines: A8-3 (First Flight),  B6-4, C6-5
Requires: Tube-Type plastic cement, 4 AA 1.5 V Alkaline 
Batteries, engines, starters, and recovery
wadding, not included.
ESTT1435

Zombie Launch Set™
Use your brains!
Length: 19 in. (48.3 cm)
Diameter: .98 in. (25 mm)
Weight: 1.4 oz (39.7 g)
Max. Altitude: 1100 ft. (335 m)
Features: Plastic �ns, 12 in. (30.5 cm) parachute 
recovery, Electron Beam Launch Controller, and Porta-
Pad II Launch Pad.
Recommended Engines: A8-3 (First Flight),  B6-4, C6-5
Requires: Tube-Type plastic cement, 4 AA 1.5 V Alkaline 
Batteries, engines, starters, and recovery
wadding, not included.
ESTT1435

Flip Flyer Launch Set™
Flippin’ Fun!
Length: 19.2 in. (48.8 cm)
Diameter: .98 in. (25 mm)
Weight: 3.2 oz (90.7 g)
Max. Altitude: 900 ft. (274 m)
Features: Plastic �ns, self-stick decals, heli-
blade rocket recovery, 9 in. (22.9 cm) nose cone 
parachute recovery, Electron Beam Launch 
Controller, and Porta-Pad II Launch Pad.
Recommended Engines: B6-4 (First Flight), C6-5
Requires: Tube-Type plastic cement, 4 AA 1.5 
V Alkaline Batteries, engines, starters, and 
recovery wadding, not included.
ESTT1418

Features: Plastic �ns, self-stick decals, heli-
blade rocket recovery, 9 in. (22.9 cm) nose cone 
parachute recovery, Electron Beam Launch 
Controller, and Porta-Pad II Launch Pad.
Recommended Engines: B6-4 (First Flight), C6-5
Requires: Tube-Type plastic cement, 4 AA 1.5 
V Alkaline Batteries, engines, starters, and 

READY, SET, LAUNCH!
Fully assembled rocket, no glue, paint 

From the second tier of more advanced 

E2X sets are easy to assemble with no 
paint or special tools needed. All parts 
are colored and easy to put together. 
Just glue together, apply decals, attach 
the recovery system and, in one hour 
or less, you’re ready to blast off!

ESTES LAUNCH SETS GET 
YOU AIRBORNE FAST!
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NEWPRODUCT

Sundancer ™
Send me to the sun!
Length: 16.5 in. ( 41.9 cm)
Diameter: .98 in. (25 mm)
Weight: 1.5 oz (42.5 g)
Max Altitude: 1125 ft. (343 m)
Features: Plastic �ns, self-stick decals, 12 in. (30.5 cm) 
parachute recovery.
Recommended Engines: A8-3 (First Flight),  B6-4, C6-5
Requires: Launch system, engines, starters, and 
recovery wadding, not included.
ESTT2603

Air Walker™
Blast from the past!
Length: 21.7 in. (55.1 cm)
Diameter: 1.1 in. (28 mm)
Weight: 2 oz. (56.7 g)
Max Altitude: 950 ft. (290 m)
Features: Plastic Fins, Self-stick Decals, 12 in. (30.5 
cm) Parachute Recovery. 
Recommended Engines: B4-4, B6-4 (�rst launch), C6-5
Requires: Tube-Type plastic cement, launch system, 
engines, starters, and recovery wadding, not included.
ESTT7261

Starship Nova™
Intergalactic explorer!
Length: 20 in. (50.8 cm)
Diameter: .98 in. (25 mm)
Estimated Weight: 2.1 oz. (59.5 g)
Max Altitude: 500 ft. (152 m)
Features: Laser cut Wood Fins, Waterslide 
Decals, 15 in. (38 cm) Parachute Recovery.
Recommended Engines: B4-2 (First Flight), 
B6-2, C6-3, C6-5
Requires: Finishing supplies, launch system, 
engines, starters, and recovery wadding, 
not included.
ESTT7262

Hex-3™
Spin and Win!
Length: 3.2 in. (8.1 cm)
Diameter: 3.8 in. (9.6 cm)
Estimated Weight: .6 oz. (17 g)
Max Altitude: 100 ft. (30 m)
Features: Colorful printed cardstock,
15 in. (38 cm) Parachute Recovery.
Recommended Engines: B6-0 (�rst launch) C6-0
Requires: Glue, launch system, engines and, starters, 
not included.
ESTT7263

Max. Altitude: 1100 ft. (335 m)
Features: Plastic �ns, 12 in. (30.5 cm) parachute 
recovery, Electron Beam Launch Controller, and Porta-

Recommended Engines: A8-3 (First Flight),  B6-4, C6-5
Requires: Tube-Type plastic cement, 4 AA 1.5 V Alkaline 
Batteries, engines, starters, and recovery

Air Walker™
Blast from the past!
Length: 21.7 in. (55.1 cm)
Diameter: 1.1 in. (28 mm)
Weight: 2 oz. (56.7 g)
Max Altitude: 950 ft. (290 m)
Features: Plastic Fins, Self-stick Decals, 12 in. (30.5 
cm) Parachute Recovery. 
Recommended Engines: B4-4, B6-4 (�rst launch), C6-5
Requires: Tube-Type plastic cement, launch system, 
engines, starters, and recovery wadding, not included.
ESTT7261

Features: Laser cut Wood Fins, Waterslide 
Decals, 15 in. (38 cm) Parachute Recovery.
Recommended Engines: B4-2 (First Flight), 

Requires: Finishing supplies, launch system, 
engines, starters, and recovery wadding, 

15 in. (38 cm) Parachute Recovery.
Recommended Engines: B6-0 (�rst launch) C6-0
Requires: Glue, launch system, engines and, starters, 
not included.
ESTT7263

Fully assembled rocket, no glue, paint 
or modeling required. Just attach the 
recovery system and you’re ready for 

NEW

Features: Plastic �ns, self-stick decals, 12 in. (30.5 cm) 

Recommended Engines: A8-3 (First Flight),  B6-4, C6-5
Requires: Launch system, engines, starters, and 

Starship Nova™
Intergalactic explorer!
Length: 20 in. (50.8 cm)

Products for everyone! 3www.gpdealer.com    ❘    June 20172 Tech Support  217-398-8970June 2017   ❘   
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1/20 SCOOBY-DOO MYSTERY MACHINE
Jinkies!

It’s no mystery why this machine is perfect for you! It’s perfect for Scooby fans of all ages! 
Simple snap design makes assembly easier than pulling the mask off the villain. Fully 
decorated for groovy results with zero painting required. The top of the van is removable 
so you can put Scooby-Doo, Fred, and Daphne in their favorite spots. Plus, with its ABS 
plastic construction and rolling wheels, this Mystery Machine is so much like the original 
it might just be a g-g-g-ghhoooost! Kit features easy assembly, three character �gures, 
and easy to apply stickers.

85-1994 RMXS1994 Total Parts: 39 Skill Level: 1 Length: 6.5 in (165mm)

1/25 2018 MUSTANG GT
The new breed

When the �rst Mustang rolled onto the street in 1964, it was the start of a revolution. The 
“Pony Car” gave America the �rst sporty car that virtually everyone could afford. Today, 
the 2018 Mustang GT honors the heritage, but blazes its own trail. It’s lower, wider, and 
available with three engine choices: V6, V8, or the all new, incredibly green 2.3 liter Eco-
Boost 4-cylinder. Kit features snap-together construction and rolling wheels.

85-1996 RMXS1996 Total Parts: 13 Skill Level: 1 Length: 7.5 in (191mm)

1/25 ‘66 CHEVY® SUBURBAN
Power and space

The Suburban has a rich history and is in fact the longest continuously used nameplate 
still in production today. The Suburban can be de�ned as a station wagon based on a 
pickup truck chassis. As Chevy® has changed its pickup trucks, so too has the Suburban 
changed. It has spanned eleven generations of trucks. This 1966 Suburban is part of the 
�fth generation started in 1960. Kit features detailed 283 c.i. V8 engine, two rows of 
interior seating, whitewall tire inserts, and underside spare tire.

85-4409 RMXS4409 Total Parts: 124 Skill Level: 4 Length: 7.75 in (197mm) 

1/2700 IMPERIAL STAR DESTROYER
The iron �st of Empire

Capital ships like the Imperial Star Destroyer project the will of the Emperor far beyond 
Coruscant. Everywhere it goes, the sheer odds against victory dissuade many from 
attempting to rebel. This intimidation is exactly what the Rebellion aims to end. The 
vessels may be loaded with turbo lasers, tractor beams, and swarms of �ghters... but they 
aren’t invincible. Kit features display stand and gun positions.

85-6459 RMXS6459 Total Parts: 113 Skill Level: 5 Length: 23.1 in (587mm)
    

1/72 SEVEN YEARS WAR AUSTRIAN AND 
PRUSSIAN INFANTRY
Changing the world
Europe was no stranger to upheaval, but the Seven Years War turned the established 
order on its head and drastically shifted the course of history. On the continent, massed 
infantry attacks in close order were still the tactic of the day. Soldiers levied from the 
citizenry of Prussia and Austria were drilled rigorously, then marched off to face the 
muskets. Holding the line against enemy volleys took incredible courage and sacri�ce, 
but breaking formation exposed troops to cavalry. Kit features armed soldiers in various 
poses, an ensign trooper, of�cers on horseback, and a drummer.

02452 RVLS2452 Total Parts: 98 (95 figures) Skill Level: 4

1/35 SD.KFZ. 167 STUG IV
Hammer of the Reich

Germany was desperate for vehicles that could �ll the ever-widening gaps in the Panzer 
armies by 1943. The StuG IV–a StuG III casemate and gun on top of a panzer chassis–�t 
the bill. With a 75mm gun, it was more than capable of knocking out opposing tanks. 
Plus, its casemate gun was much easier and cheaper to produce than a full turret. Over 
one thousand rolled off lines and were rushed into combat. Only three restored versions 
are currently known. Kit features easy to assemble assault gun with elevating cannon, 
removable side skirts, �gure, and full decals.

03255 RVLS3255 Total Parts: 293 Skill Level: 4 Length: 7.5 in (191mm)

1/35 LKW 5T. MIL GL 4X4
General issue

As trucks go, the LKW 5t is a beast. It’s equipped with a 256 horsepower engine and 
capable of carrying everything from bratwurst to bombs. Plus, many versions can be 
airlifted anywhere in the world to give their units a serious logistics edge. Kit features 
reproduction of drive train and axles, separate rubber wheels, full cab interior, detailed 
�at bed with tarp, and decals for four versions.

03257 RVLS3257 Total Parts: 159 Skill Level: 4 Length: 8.7 in (221mm)
    

1/96 CUTTY SARK
The fastest of them all

Well after the steamship was invented, the Cutty Sark was still the fastest ship on the 
seas. Her brass-clad hull cleaved the waves as taut sails pulled her at 17 knots. The ship 
hauled thousands of tons of tea every year for her owners. After the tea trade was taken 
over by newer ships, the Sark endured as a training ship and a museum. Now you can 
build the Cutty Sark! Kit features fully detailed two-piece hull, representation of brass 
plating, wood grain detail, authentic sails, rigging thread, metal anchor chain, life boats, 
rigging pulleys, display stand, and full decals.

05422 RVLS5422 Total Parts: 698 Skill Level: 5 Length: 36 in (914mm)
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1/25 ‘76 FORD TORINO
Powerful perfection

Seventy miles per hour with the pedal to the �oor. The V8 roars like a jungle cat. Eighty 
miles per hour and the headlights carve a bright swathe through the Mojave night. Ninety 
and the cigarette’s burning close to the �ngers; can’t take hands off the wheel. One 
hundred, not runnin’ from nothin’. One ten, not goin’ nowhere. Red lines on the RPM, red 
lines on the speed. No more gears and nothing to lose. Just 100 more miles to nothing. 
Kit features multi-part 5.8 litre engine, chrome parts, and full decals.

07038 RVLS7038 Total Parts: 88 Skill Level: 4 Length: 8.7 in (221mm) 

1/72 CAPRONI CA.311/311M
Recon and destruction

Through the wide open, fully clear nose, the endless sands of North Africa look 
almost peaceful. Somewhere ahead, there’s war. Today’s mission is pure recon. A few 
photographs of troop deployments and enemy positions, then back to base as fast as 
possible. The three crewmen sweat, and not just because of the heat. If those dots on 
the horizon are enemy �ghters, the Caproni can’t outrun, out�ght, or outmaneuver them. 
The dots get larger. Three men hold their breath. Kit features detailed parts and four 
sets of decals.

1390 ITAS1390 Total Parts: 133 Skill Level: 3 Length: 6.4 in (163mm)
    

1/72 F-5 TIGER PATROUILLE SUISSE 50TH 
ANNIVERSARY
Fifty years in formation
For over �fty years the aircraft and pilots of the Patrouille Suisse, Switzerland’s Aerobatic 
Display Team, have wowed crowds with high speed demonstrations of incredible skill. 
Currently the group �ies the F-5E, an exceptionally agile light �ghter that’s ideal for 
pushing the �ight envelope. Although it’s not clear how much longer the group will �y the 
F-5, this kit is a celebration of the long and storied history of both that aircraft and the 
fearless aviators who pilot it. Kit features detailed parts and decals.

1395 ITAS1395 Total Parts: 61 Skill Level: 2 Length: 7.9 in (201mm)
    

1/48 HURRICANE MK.1 TROP
Over the desert

While their comrades were �ghting the Battle of Britain, the tropicalized variants of the 
Hawker Hurricane were sent to North Africa for an equally deadly assignment. They had 
to replace the local mostly biplane forces and �ght off the Italians and, later, the Afrika 
Korps. It wasn’t easy. Despite improvements like dust screens and survival equipment 
loaded on the Hurricanes, enemy �ghters exacted a fearsome toll. Nevertheless, 
Hurricanes held the line and helped drive the Axis back out of the desert. Kit features six 
decal versions and photo etched parts.

2768 ITAS2768 Total Parts: 102 Skill Level: 3 Length: 8.1 in (205mm)

1/24 LANCIA STRATOS
Victory in your grasp

The three time world rallying champion Lancia Stratos HF was a supremely sleek vehicle 
custom designed for rally racing and powered by a V6 engine. In 1975, the Lancia Stratos 
went up against the twisting, tortuous circuit of the “Tour de Corse” on the narrow, 
winding roads of Corsica. It won the 1975 race as well as the 1974, 1976, 1979, and 
even the 1981. In the world of rally racing, itís a legend. This limited edition kit features 
rubber tires.

3654 ITAS3654 Total Parts: 89 Skill Level: 3 Length: 6.1 in (154mm)

1/24 SCANIA 164L “TOPCLASS”
Topclass, total power

In a Scania 164L Topclass, you not only have the ideal combination of power and 
reliability, you also can be assured of the elegant style and superior sophistication only 
Scania supplies. Long haul drivers can �nd the comfort and class they need in their home 
away from home with the Scania 164L Topclass. Kit features super decals sheet for two 
versions.

3922 ITAS3922 Total Parts: 338 Skill Level: 5 Length: 9.5 in (242mm)

1/72 THE LAST OUTPOST–FRENCH AND INDIAN 
WAR 1754-1763
Fighting for a home
In many ways, the Seven Years or French and Indian War was the world’s �rst world 
war. It was fought in both the old world and the new. In North America, Native American 
allies and extensive forested terrain turned every �ght into a deadly mix of ambushes and 
�erce �ghts for strong points. Set features an MDF outpost with bridge, watchtower, 
fences, barricades, barrels, and cavalry obstacles plus a total of 114 �gures including 32 
American (colonial British), 49 French, 16 Indian, and 17 British �gures.

6180 ITAS6180 Total Parts: 188+MDF Skill Level: 2 

1/35 M14/41 WITH ITALIAN INFANTRY
Desert diesels

North Africa is an inhospitable place to �ght. For the M14 and earlier M13 which were 
intended for combat in the mountains, it was brutal. These tanks were in armament and 
armor equal or superior to their opponents in the early stages of the war, but their crews 
were sent to the front with as little as a month of training in the tank. Losses were heavy, 
but the type fought on through the end of the war. Kit features four sets of decals for 
units in North Africa and Italy.

6543 ITAS6543 Total Parts: 229 Skill Level: 3 Length: 5.5 in (140mm)
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1/72 F-4EJ KAI PHANTOM II/RF-4E PHANTOM II 2 KITS
Spirited supersonics

The Phantom II set sixteen speed and altitude records that stayed in place for decades. 
Once, they were America’s most common supersonic aircraft. They are still used by the 
JASDF for recon. This limited edition kit combo features an F-4EJ Kai kit with two 
marking options: 1. JASDF 7th AW 301st Sq., Code: 423 (97-8423), Hyakuri AB, 2016 and 
2. JASDF 7th AW 302nd Sq., Code: 420 (97-8420), Hyakuri AB, 2016 and an RF-4E kit with 
one marking: 1. JASDF Air Recon. Group 501st Sq., Code: 905 (47-6905), Hyakuri AB.

02244 (Limited Edition) HSGS0244 Total Parts: (Per Kit): 117 & 125 
Skill Level: 3 Length: (Both): 10.4 in (265 mm) 

1/24 VOLKSWAGEN TYPE 2 DELIVERY VAN 
“MOON EQUIPPED”
A unique look for a ‘60s icon
Introduced in 1950, the Volkswagen Type 2 is considered the forerunner of today’s cargo 
and passenger vans. However, it’s most famously associated with the counterculture 
movements of the late 1960s and early 1970s, who nicknamed the Type 2 the “hippie-
mobile,” the “hippie bus” and the “hippie van.” Today, the vehicle remains popular with 
custom builders like the Mooneyes company, who often add performance parts like 
chrome exhaust systems to this cult favorite. This limited edition kit features metal 
wheel caps and “Moon Equipped” markings.

20249 (Limited Edition) HSGS0249 Total Parts: 70 Skill Level: 3 
Length: 7.1 in (180mm)

1/24 TOYOTA COROLLA WRC 1998 MONTE CARLO 
RALLY WINNER
So close, Sainz
The 1998 World Rally Championship started out on a high note for Carlos Sainz, he 
dominated the Monte Carlo Rally and took home a �rst place �nish. For the rest of the 
season he consistently pulled in top-level �nishes, but he just couldn’t get around Tommi 
Makinen. Overall, Carlos managed to get second in the standings, �nishing a mere two 
points behind Tommi. This limited edition kit features decals for �rst place 1998 Monte 
Carlo Rally Winner Carlos Sainz and fourteenth place 1998 Monte Carlo Rally Finisher 
Didier Auriol.
20266 (Limited Edition) HSGS0266 Total Parts: 141 Skill Level: 3 
Length: 6.7 in (171mm)

1/24 LANCIA 037 RALLY “1983 SANREMO RALLY”
from trials to triumph

1983 was the year of the Lancia 037. The vehicle swept up �ve World Rally Championship 
�rst place �nishes and over a dozen top ten �nishes to come out the unquestioned victor of 
the year. Not bad at all for a car with just a four cylinder engine! Victories were achieved 
at Monte Carlo, the Tour de Corse, New Zealand, and Sanremo. This limited edition kit 
features decals for TRE Gazzelle Team 1983 Sanremo Rally Car no.12 driver A. Zanussi.

20299 (Limited Edition) HSGS0299 Total Parts: 152 Skill Level: 3 
Length: 6.5 in (166mm)

1/24 HONDA N360T (N II TOURING)
70ís nostalgia on four wheels

It was cheap. It was fuel ef�cient. It could �t the whole band and a “groupie” or two. 
For the seventies set, it was a symbol of freedom, of revolution, of liberation. They were 
the �rst Hondas to hit the American market and they achieved over 20,000 sales in just 
three years, carving a niche for Honda that has endured to today. This limited edition kit 
features a new front grill and two sets of marking options.

20300 (Limited Edition) HSGS0300 Total Parts: 120 Skill Level: 3 
Length: 4.9 in (125mm)

1/24 MITSUBISHI LANCER EVO VI 1999 WRC CHAMPION
Makinen it work
1998’s Rally of Great Britain ranks as one of the most edge-of-your-seat races ever. The 
competition was �erce. Finland’s Tommi Makinen was the top contender; however, a 
lap-six collision with a hay bale took him out of the running. By 1999, however, Tommi 
was back on top. He stormed the �eld in his Evo VI, taking seven top three �nishes out 
of fourteen races and blitzing to �rst place overall. This limited edition kit features 
markings for 1999 WRC Rally Australia, Car No.1 Driver Tommi Makinen.

20303 (Limited Edition) HSGS0303 Total Parts: 123 Skill Level: 3 
Length: 7.1 in (181mm) 

EGG PLANE F-86 SABRE “TAIWAN AIR FORCE”
The swept-wing “Sabrejet”

The F-86 Sabre is most famous for �ghting against Soviet MiG-15s during the Korean War. 
However, this iconic aircraft has more stories to tell. During the late 1950s, the Taiwan 
Air Force received over 320 surplus F-86s and several AIM-9 Sidewinder missiles. During 
1958’s Second Taiwan Strait Crisis, F-86s were used to deploy Sidewinders for the �rst 
time in air-to-air combat against Communist China’s MiG-15s and MiG-17s. This limited 
edition kit features one marking option: 1. Taiwan AF 1st TFW aerobatic team “Thunder 
Tiger,” Code: 373.

60515 (Limited Edition) HSGS0515 Total Parts: 20 Skill Level: 2 
Length: 3.7 in (95mm)    Wingspan: 

1/200 HUBBLE TELESCOPE AND SHUTTLE WITH 
ASTRONAUTS
Take a closer look
Launched in 1990 and scheduled to be in service until past 2020, the Hubble Space 
Telescope has been a boon to scientists, but it’s also given so much more to the average 
citizen. It is the �rst way that we have been able to take a full color, close-up look into the 
universe that surrounds us. A universe of stunning beauty and complexity, revealed to us 
only through the efforts of scientists and the bravery of astronauts. This limited edition kit 
features a new display stand, Hubble, Shuttle, and three resin astronauts.

10821 (Limited Edition) HSGS0821 Total Parts: 71 Skill Level: 3 
Length: 7.3 in (185mm)    
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1/24 BMW 2002 TII
The sedan that started it all

You’re looking at a legend. The BMW tii revolutionized the image and focus of BMW. 
It’s safe to say that, if not for the innovations of the tii, BMW might not be an auto 
manufacturer today. This vehicle took BMW clear out of the run of the mill maelstrom that 
had seen its �nances so challenged and put it on its own level–producing sports sedans 
that not only moved you, they moved you. Kit features detailed parts and full decals.

21123 HSGS1123 Total Parts: 148 Skill Level: 3 Length: 7 in (178mm) 

1/72 F-14A TOMCAT “IRANIAN AIR FORCE NEW 
DESERT SCHEME”
Last of the line
America sold the F-14 to Iran prior to the overthrow of the Shah and the establishment of 
the Islamic Republic. Despite their age, many of those F-14s are still in service, making the 
Iranian Air Force the last military in the world to actively use the Tomcat. Plus, they use it 
well. Records indicate that the type shot down dozens of Iraqi aircraft during the Iran-Iraq 
war. With new parts, new paint, and new missile systems, the F-14 is a predatory force 
that will be lethal for years to come. This limited edition kit features a detailed model 
F-14 with new missile parts.

02242 (Limited Edition) HSGS2242 Total Parts: 209 Skill Level: 3 
Length: 10.5 in (266mm)    

1/72 MITSUBISHI® KI15-I & KI46-II/III 2 KITS
Take off with “Dinah” and “Babs”

The long-range Ki-46 reconnaissance aircraft was designed by Mitsubishi to replace the 
single-engine Ki-15. The popular Ki-46 III variant was powered by twin, fuel-injected Ha-
112 engines and featured a new canopy and a fuel tank positioned ahead of the pilot. 
This limited edition kit combo features a Ki15-I with one marking option: 1. IJAAF 16th 
Company Independence Flight and a Ki46-II/III with two marking options: 1. Type 100 II – 
IJAAF 16th Company Independence Flight, Osaka 1944 and 2. Type 100 III – IJAAF 16th 
Company Independence Flight, Code: 37, Osaka 1945.

02243 (Limited Edition) HSGS2243 Total Parts: (Per Kit): 40 & 63 
Skill Level: 3  Length: (Ki15-I): 4.8 in (123 mm) (Ki46-II/III): 6 in (153 mm) 

1/450 JMSDF DDG ASHIGARA
Japan’s impressive guided missile destroyer

A step up from Japan’s famous Kongo-class destroyers, the JS Ashigara (DDG-178) is the 
second Atago-class destroyer built by Mitsubishi. It employs the Aegis Weapon System 
baseline 7, which offers more accurate vertical target tracking, along with better tracking 
of smaller, low-altitude targets. Top speed is 30 knots (56 km/h), thanks to four LM2500-
30 gas turbines. The Ashigara also boasts a �ight deck and enclosed hangar which can 
hold one SH-60K heli. This limited edition kit features one marking option: 1. JMSDF 
Guided Missile Destroyer Ashigara, Code: 178.

40095 HSGS4095 Total Parts: 155 Skill Level: 3 Length: 14.6 in (372mm)
    

1/700 JMSDF DDH KAGA HELICOPTER DESTROYER
Strength for defense

An aircraft carrier in virtually all but name, the DDH Kaga “Helicopter Destroyer” can carry 
up to 28 aircraft and was commissioned early in 2017. It is part of a class of vessels that 
are the largest built by Japan since the end of WWII.  This vessel, and the other vessels in 
its class, are specialized for anti-submarine warfare, search and rescue and, potentially, 
amphibious assault. They are also capable of launching short takeoff and landing aircraft. 
Kit features new �ight deck, upper structure, and four F-35 �ghters.

49032 HSGS4932 Total Parts: 148 Skill Level: 3 Length: 14 in (356mm)
    

1/12 PARK BENCH AND TRASH CAN
Set your scene

Will it be a quiet place for a lover’s tryst, or where a bum dreams of opportunities missed? 
A gang hangout where push comes to shove, or where retired folks feed the doves? 
Is it dangerous to walk by at night, or a beautiful photo op in the light? Maybe it’s the 
centerpiece at the scene of the crime, or maybe it’s just where skateboarders kill some 
time. Only you can choose how this scenery will be used, just remember that absolute 
power is sure to be abused. Kit features a bench, trash can, and skateboard pre-painted 
snap kit.

62010 HSGS6210 Total Parts: 16 Skill Level: 3 

1/48 NAKAJIMA E8N1/E8N2 TYPE 95 RECON 
SEAPLANE (DAVE) “BATTLESHIP YAMATO”
Spotting the shells
Yamato was the biggest battleship ever created. She carried seven aircraft like the E8N 
intended for reconnaissance and spotting the fall of her 18.1 inch shells. In the Second 
Sino-Japanese War, these aircraft extended the effective radius of action of large capital 
ships by keeping them apprised of any enemies in the area. By the time of WWII, however, 
these biplanes were largely obsolete and were replaced by newer types after the critical 
Battle of Midway. This limited edition kit features the option to build as either a model 
1 or 2 version with decals for each.
07453 (Limited Edition) HSGS7453 Total Parts: 116 Skill Level: 3 
Length: 7.3 in (186mm) 

1/32 MITSUBISHI A6M7 ZERO FIGHTER TYPE 62
Divine Wind

It was supposed to �y off aircraft carriers, but there were no aircraft carriers left. It was 
supposed to dog�ght against enemy aircraft, but they were too numerous and too fast. 
It was supposed to be �own by the best pilots, but there were no pilots left. It was 
supposed to keep �ghting, but there was no hope left. Instead, Japanese air crews loaded 
these planes with a single bomb and extra fuel tanks for their one-way trip straight to the 
biggest ship they could �nd. This limited edition kit features bomb, drop tanks, and two 
sets of decals for the 302nd �ghter group.

08249 (Limited Edition) HSGS8249 Total Parts: 147 Skill Level: 3 
Length: 11.3 in (288mm) Wingspan: 
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BANS5625

BANS5627 BANS5626

1/700 JAPANESE DESTROYER YUGUMO 
WATERLINE KIT
Valor beyond question
For much of its history, Yugumo made transport runs to critical areas. First to bring troops 
to shore, later to take the remnants off. She fought at Midway, in the Solomons, and 
elsewhere, but her one shining moment came on her last day above the waves. In October 
1943, she led an all-out charge of Japanese destroyers against their US counterparts, 
disabling two of her opponents before succumbing to multiple gun�re and torpedo strikes 
herself. This limited edition Kit features a waterline hull, detailed parts, and full decals.

49461 HSGS9461 Total Parts: 85 Skill Level: 3 Length: 6.7 in (171mm)

AMT® 1/537 Star Trek® U.S.S. Reliant
Khan’s wrath lives on.
Featured in what many fans feel is the best Star Trek �lm (Star Trek II: The Wrath of Khan), 
the U.S.S. Reliant is the Federation ship commandeered by Khan, Captain Kirk’s arch-
nemesis. In the �lm’s edge-of-your-seat climax, Khan’s Reliant squares off against the 
Enterprise in the Mutara Nebula, allowing both vessels to be evenly matched in combat. 
Kit features adjusted tooling (removed saucer ridges, thicker saucer and improved bridge 
dome), a dome-style base, clear parts and marking decals. Requires glue and paint.

AMT1036/12 AMTS1036 Total Parts:  Skill Level: 2 Length: 18 in (457mm)
    

Bandai Gundam 1/72 Resistance X-Wing Star Fighter
For the Republic!

From “Star Wars: The Force Awakens”, the Resistance X-Wing Star Fighter is making 
its way to the Bandai Star Wars Plastic Model lineup! This 1/72 scale model has been 
faithfully recreated down to every detail, even the landing gear! The wings open and 
close and come with laser effect parts for added realism. Use the dedicated display base 
to replicate your favorite scenes! Kit features display base, BB-8, pilot, laser effects, 
landing gear, decals, and full instructions.

202289 BANS2289 Total Parts: 4 runners 

Bandai Gundam Gundam Kimaris Vidar IBO Bandai HG
Intimidation or incineration

The original form of the Gundam Kimaris as used by the founder of the Bauduin family 
during the Calamity War re-appears over 300 years later!† Aggressive weapon load out 
is faithfully replicated and includes drill lance with integrated Dansleif railgun, sword, 
sub-arm shield units, and knee drill with large oversized drill bit. Kit features detailed 
armament and sticker.
212963 BANS2963 Total Parts: 5 runners 

Bandai Gundam 1/72 First Order Tie Fighter SW 
Force Awakens
Pew Pew!
The First Order Tie Fighter from “Star Wars: The Force Awakens” now comes in 1/72 
scale! The cockpit features intricate detailing and the viewport utilizes clear parts or a 
frame. Use the included display base and laser parts to recreate iconic scenes from the 
movie! Kit features display base, laser effect parts, pilot (seated), and view port parts 
(clear and frame) plus decals, sticker, and instructions.

203218 BANS3218 Total Parts: 6 runners 

Bandai Gundam 1/72 First Order Special Forces Tie Fight
Double your destruction

From “Star Wars: The Force Awakens”, the First Order Special Forces Tie Fighter is making 
its way to the Bandai Star Wars Plastic Model lineup! Utilizing CG prop modeling, every 
small detail in this 1/72 scale model is reproduced accurately to scale. Two view ports 
are included, one clear and one utilizing the cockpit frame. Use the included laser effect 
parts with moveable turrets and the display base resembling the Jakku desert to recreate 
your favorite scenes! Kit features display base, laser effect parts, viewport options, two 
pilots, decals, stickers, and instructions.
2013219 BANS3219 Total Parts: 6 runners  

Bandai Gundam 1/144 MS Option Set 9 Gundam IBO HG
Gear and gizmos

Part nine of the highly popular MS option set series is here! This customization set can be 
combined with the Gundam Iron Blooded Orphans series to recreate the Mobile Suits piloted 
in the anime! Expand the scope of customization! Mobile suits sold separately. Combine 
with Geirail, Graze Ritter, Graze, or Man Rodi to create new, awesome versions. Kit 
features leg boosters, backpack, hover legs, Geirail Scharfrichter exterior armor, and ri�es.

214480 BANS4480 Total Parts: 4 runners 

Bandai Kunikida Hanamaru”Love Live! Sunshine!!” 
Figure-rise Bust
Shine with us!
All nine Aquors members from “Love Live” are now available as model kit busts. They are 
intricately designed to capture the unique, cute features of each member. Even their eyes 
are made with layered injection technology to give lustrous, different eye colors to each 
model. A unique background plate is included with each model and you can connect all 
nine to form one cool background! Get Kunikida Hanamaru (5625), Kurosawa Dia (5626), 
and Matsuura Kanan (5627) now! Kit features background plate, decoration plate, and 
display stand.
215625/6/7 BANS5625/6/7 
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Bandai Gundam Fumina Hoshino Ending Version 
Fumina or bust!
Hoshino Fumina’s costume from the end credits of the popular anime Gundam Build 
Fighters Try now comes to the Figure-rise Bust line-up! Utilizing Bandai Hobby’s signature 
layered color injection process, you can accurately recreate Fumina’s eye color in a way 
no other model kit can recreate. Display her alone or with her mobile suit the Powered 
GM Cardigan (sold separately). Kit features body from the waist up and pedestal plus 
stickers and full instructions.

216398 BANS6398 Total Parts: 5 runners 

Bandai 1/144 Barzam “Zeta Gundam”, Bandai HGUC
Destroy
The highly anticipated mobile suit from the popular “Zeta Gundam”, Barzam, is making its 
way into the HGUC lineup! Accurately proportioned to the anime so you can recreate your 
favorite scenes! The ball joint gimmick in the arms and legs allows for a wide range of 
movement allowing you to create a variety of poses. Utilizing clear parts in the Mono-eye 
and superior color injected plastic provides extra realism. Kit features beam ri�e, two 
beam sabers, and Balkan pod system plus stickers and instruction manual.
215640 BANS5640 Total Parts: 8 runners 

Bandai Gundam 1/144 Ground Type Thunderbolt Ver 
Gundam HG
Decimate
From the second season of “Gundam Thunderbolt!” Utilizes portions of the GM as a 
base. Kit features beam ri�e, beam javelin, beam saber, and shield plus stickers and 
full instructions.

215641 BANS5641 Total Parts: 10 runners 

Bandai Gundam 1/144 MS-05 Zaku 1 Char Aznable
Battle of Mare Smythii
The Char Custom Zaku I piloted by Char Aznable during the Battle of Mare Smythii is now 
available as a model kit! The Mobile Suit’s backpack uses all new molding to �t Char’s 
Custom Zaku I. Recreate the markings on every part of the MS using included Tetron stickers! 
All weapons used in the anime such as two types of Heat Hawk (sheathed and unsheathed) 
are included! Kit features MS machine gun, shield, heat hawk (sheathed and unsheathed), 
right gun-wielding hand, clenched weapon-wielding hands, and open left hand plus stickers 
and full instructions. Runner x11. Tetron sticker x1. Instruction manual x1.

216379 BANS6379 Total Parts: 11 runners 

Bandai Gundam 1/144 Dantalion TBstr/Half Cwl Gun IBO
Armed for annihilation
From the next installment of the manga “Gundam Iron-Blooded Orphans: Moonlight”, 
Gundam Dantalion appears! With the T-Booster backpack that can convert into massive 
giant manipulator arms to recreate the Half Cowl T form. Sword ri�e can switch between 
sword and ri�e modes. Kit features back booster, sword ri�e, and simple pedestal plus 
stickers and full instructions.

216381 BANS6381 Total Parts: 7 runners 

Bandai Gundam 1/100 Justice Gundam Gundam Seed 
Bandai MG
A Gundam’s Gundam
From the TV series “Gundam Seed”, the Justice Gundam has �nally been made into a 
Master Grade kit! Justice Gundam’s multipurpose sublifter with movable beam cannons 
and machine cannons, the Fatum-00, can be con�gured into different �ight positions on 
back and also as a �ying mount for it to stand on. Pair with MG Freedom 2.0 and MG 
Providence to complete ZAFT’s Gundam Seed lineup! Kit features two beam boomerangs 
stored in shoulders, two beam sabers, beam ri�e, and laminate anti beam shield plus 
stickers, decals, and full instructions.
216382 BANS6382 Total Parts: 16 runners 

Bandai Gundam Vol 1 Bulmas Cpsl No 9
Bulma rides on!
The popular series Dragon Ball is coming to the Mecha Collection series! Mecha 
Collection kits are highly detailed, easy to assemble, and come in a cute, small size–so 
small it can �t in the palm of your hand! Each model comes with two different shading 
colored plastic to add dimension and realism despite its small size. Keep an eye out 
because more from these series is set to launch in the coming months! Collect them all! 
Kit features a model of Bulmas’ motorcycle.

216392 BANS6392 

Bandai Gundam Vol 2 Ox-King’s Vehicle Dragon Ball 
Strong like Ox!
The popular series Dragon Ball is coming to the Mecha Collection series! Mecha 
Collection kits are highly detailed, easy to assemble, and come in a cute, small size–so 
small it can �t in the palm of your hand! Each model comes with two different shading 
colored plastic to add dimension and realism despite its small size. Keep an eye out 
because more from these series is set to launch in the coming months! Collect them all! 
Kit features a model of Ox-King’s vehicle from Dragon Ball.

216393 BANS6393 

Bandai Gundam 1/144 Chara’Gguy Fumina
Too cute to bear!

The ever popular characters from Gundam Build Fighters Try, Fumina and Gyanko, have 
transformed into the cute new Chara’Gguy! The Hoshino Fumina Chara’Gguy comes with 
a cute pony tail and optional Petit’Gguy head part so you can display it in two ways! Kit 
features Fumina head, display base, and joint parts plus stickers and full instructions.

216396 BANS6396 Total Parts: 4 runners 

Bandai Gundam 1/144 Chara’Gguy Gyanko
Gyanko Gguy!

The ever popular characters from Gundam Build Fighters Try, Fumina and Gyanko, 
have transformed into the cute new Chara’Gguy! The Sazaki Kaoruko (AKA “Gyanko”) 
Chara’Gguy comes even comes with pretty twin tails and optional Petit’Gguy head part so 
you can display it in two ways! Kit features Gyanko head, display base, and joint parts 
plus stickers and full instructions.

216397 BANS6397 Total Parts: 4 runners 
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Bandai Gundam 1/144 Amazing Strike Freedom GUN BF HG
Unleash the power
The new mobile suit piloted by Tatsuya Yuuki, who appears in the of�cial side story 
“Gundam Build Fighters Amazing Ready”, has now launched in the HGBF line-up! The 
highly popular MS Strike Freedom Gundam has been customized in a manner unique 
to the HGBF series. The Vrabe DRAGOON has been recreated and features a movable 
mount part, enabling users to mimic its �ring position. The DRAGOON pods can also be 
attached and detached and even mounted to the Ri�e! Kit features ri�e, stickers, and 
full instructions.

216576 BANS6576 Total Parts: 12 runners

Bandai Gundam 1/48 & 1/144 Snowspeeder Set Star Wars
Fast over the frozen world
From “Star Wars Episode 5: The Empire Strikes Back” comes the Snow Speeder 1/48 & 
1/144 Set! This set comes with two Snow Speeders, one in the 1/48 scale and another 
in 1/144 scale. You can use this set to create depth and dimension to your displays and 
dioramas. Display these along with the 1/144 AT-AT (sold separately) to mimic your 
favorite scenes from the movie! Kit features one pilot and two dedicated display bases 
plus decals, stickers, and full instructions.

217734 BANS7734 Total Parts: 7 runners 

Dragon Models 1/35 Egyptian Sherman
Fighting on both sides
The end of WWII saw surplus Shermans sold to numerous countries in the middle east as 
tensions rose to a fever pitch over the new state of Israel. Egypt modi�ed their Shermans 
with turrets from French light tanks and threw them into action against similarly modi�ed 
Israeli Shermans during the Six Day War. It was a complete rout for Egypt. Their air 
force was destroyed on the ground, their armor decimated, the Sinai taken at a stroke. 
Kit features an extremely detailed kit with parts to make a perfect composite of the 
Sherman and French Light Tanks.

3570 DMLS3570 

Lindberg Models 1/16 Serpent Show Rod
A real charmer
Slithering out from Lindberg’s historic tooling bank comes the cobra-themed Serpent 
Show Rod! This BIG 1/16 scale kit presents an incredible opportunity for show rod 
modelers. It is chock full of authentic detail from its precision engine to cobra headrests. 
It also includes plenty of optional parts to allow a range of possibilities for large-scale 
car modelers. Kit features rubber whitewall tires, complete chassis and suspension, 
optional front and rear fenders.

HL137/12 LNDS0137 Skill Level: 2 

Bandai Gundam 1/144 Gundam Schwarzritter Build Fighters
The Black Knight rides!
From Gundam Build Fighters Amazing Ready comes the Gundam Schwarzritter! Using the 
base of Denial Gundam, the Gundam Schwarzritter’s backpack can be transformed into 
two weapons! Hold a sword in each hand to dual wield, or combine to create one giant 
sword! Kit Features two large sabers, three saber grips, and two dagger blades plus 
stickers and full instructions.

218384 BANS8384 Total Parts: 10 runners 

Bandai Gundam 1/144 AN-01 Tristan “Twilight Axis”
Fresh from the molds
A new Gundam based on the Gundam NT-1 Alex, this Gundam stars in the new project 
“Gundam Twilight Axis” set 6 months after the ending of “Gundam Unicorn”. Kit features 
two beam sabers, shield, and beam ri�e plus stickers and full instructions.

218422 BANS8422 Total Parts: 7 runners

Moebius Battlestar Galactica Pre�nished Models
Humanity’s last hope
These two pre�nished kits belong together–a 1/35 scale pre�nished Cylon Raider and 
a 1/4105 scale pre�nished Battlestar Galactica. Both from the original series. Both 
painstakingly crafted to suit the most avid fan. Both pre-built, pre-painted, and ready for 
display instantaneously. They are, without a doubt, the best way to celebrate the 35th 
anniversary of the original series. So say we all. Sets feature �nished models of the 
Cylon Raider (2941) and Battlestar Galactica (2942).

2941/2 MOES2941/2 

MPC 1/18 Stroker McGurk “Ghost of America”
Blast from the past
HOT ROD magazine’s Stroker McGurk is back and he’s brought a killer creation! Is it a 
plane? Is it a car? It’s the “Ghost of America”–back from the grave after a �fty year 
absence from hobby shop shelves. Stroker takes the wheel of this salt �ats “�yer” 
equipped with a big Allison engine, prop wheels, and winged wonder body. Kit features 
customizing decals, vintage box art, chrome parts, and more. Made in the USA!

MPC866/12 MPCS0866 Skill Level: 2 Length: 11 in (279mm)

Tamiya 1/48 German 38cm Assault Mortar Sturmtiger
Its business was booming
Even larger and heavier than the standard Tiger tank, the Sturmtiger was a true behemoth. 
Equipped with a 38cm mortar that �red gargantuan, nearly 900lb shells and thick armor all 
around, it was an imposing piece of military hardware. It was intended to completely level 
buildings in the �erce urban combat Germany was experiencing in mid WWII. By the time 
it got into action, however, Germany was retreating virtually everywhere. Nevertheless, 
the less than two dozen Sturmtigers did their part in the Warsaw Uprising and elsewhere. 
Kit features detailed parts, barrel ri�ing, standing crew �gure, and full decals.

32591 TAMS2591 

Pegasus Hobbies 1/350 Tripods Attack! ‘05 of War 
Worlds Diorama
Where’s an amoeba when you need one?
Massively advanced, far more intelligent than us, and utterly ruthless in their bid for 
global extermination, the Martians of War of the Worlds had the Earth in their grip– 
and Earth herself squeezed back. With most of humanity exterminated, it was advanced, 
intelligent, or ruthless creatures that prevailed but tiny, microscopic microbes. This kit 
features the towering, three-legged war machines of the Martians along with scenic 
elements for creating a diorama.

9006 PGHS9006 




